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Make no mistake, I am no enemy to technology, futuristic advancements, and if
anything, I would be the first to be excited and consider futuristic advancements,
even when it comes to augmenting humans - insofar this is external and does not
interfere with the human being itself. Humans are actually smart beings with a lot
of spiritual and supernal capacity.
We are simply not told of the whole truth, nor this is expected to happen soon
under present circumstances.
It is a shame that this truth has been submerged under lies in regards to our Gods,
to our past, and to the capacities and skills we can develop in our meditation.
Indeed, the only problem of humanity, if the above is discovered, would the
problem of humans living small lifespans, which meditation can solve, and
technology could also assist us with.
Elon Musk is using the argument that the advent of General Artificial Intelligence
is going to render humanity obsolete, and that for this reason, our only "chance"
for survival, is to essentially become part of a general borg and physically
[through our brains] link ourselves into an AI. In order for this to happen, many
steps need to be taken, with implants to human beings.
Let us also not forget, who was into the rampant research into this kind of
technology? Specific agencies like DARPA. And who is the biggest investor to Elon
Musk? A lot of similar types of state agencies. All of Tesla and all of Neuralink was
built based on State money, and Elon Musk did not become the world's 4th
richest person by coincidence.
DARPA got enough flack from people because of what it did with tampering the
brain [this made it all over the web and they were scorned], and there is no way it
could get out and say "Hey, we are developing a brainchip to turn you into a borg,
and you must take it, alright?". Civil war would have broken the next day.

But, Elon can be used to front for this, and to try to pass this down as something
cool and acceptable to the masses. The extent of how much even he knows is
questionable, but probably he knows a lot.
This probably happens without the knowledge of any Presidents and without the
knowledge of any actual politicians, they do not even get to have a choice on
these things. Most of these things happen by other people, unbeknownst to
political officials. Frequently, this can be labelled by "conspiracy theorists" as the
"Deep State" which is a hot topic currently in the case of Trump and QAnon. The
so called "Deep State" acts on it's own accord in ways such as the above.
A microchipping of the brain, Elon claims, is "necessary" in order for us to save
ourselves or not end up as "pets" to the super intelligence, or so that we are not
wiped out entirely from it. To that danger we agree, to that this is the solution,
one can find numerous others solutions. One such solution is to keep it on the AI
level, and not cross over to the "General" level of artificial intelligence.
However, greed, stupidity, monolithic jews, and having a race of Talmudic alien
souls taking serious decisions for any civilization, on the behest of some really bad
aliens, is always a bad thing to do.
Elon, in the presentation, which used pigs as candidates [which he compared to
humans, and said we are similar of course], kept repeating "The pig is healthy and
happy". One thing the pig is not is this: Free.
Indeed, General Artificial Intelligence will definitely render humanity obsolete in
more than one ways, and displace the major number of humans into
meaninglessness. For this reason, jews also argue, that humans will no longer be
needed for labor [to them, humans were only slaves], and so that this dystopia to
manifest, we need to throw some breadcrums to the angry masses in the form of
UBI, lest they are to rise and destroy jews.
Well until the technology is so good that the UBI is not needed, then they will just
casually discard people, keep some slaves, and live in what they do refer to as
"The Messianic Times". The above is a theme that has been frequently been
promoted in movies, partially or fully.

Effectively, the "Working class" which was the problem of the jews in the last
century, is to be eliminated by "automation". It is the working class and the
middle class, that causes "problems", revolutions, and all sorts of other things, in
particular, because the fact that they work and the world depends on them, their
word matters. For example, mistreated people by a company, can throw a strike.
The wet dream of jews is for them to control a civilization where all work and
labor will be done either by human slaves, or robots, that do not in anyway
complain, cause issues, or dislike jews.
The other aim of our side is for us to get into a level of a very technologically
developed civilization, but without interrupting human progress or throwing
people into insignificance. After all, this world exists for humans to live as
humans, and to advance as humans.
Our species simply disappearing and/or ending as slaves for another species is not
a very good idea, but some "Enthusiasts" and other misanthropes, believe that
indeed, wiping humanity out is a very "advanced" thing to do. Many of these
people are filled with numerous complexes, most of which psychological. In the
case of jews, the hatred is simply because they are aliens at the soul and nothing
else.
In this case, Musk is also correct in that we are opening "Pandora's box" into this
planet with General Artificial Intelligence, and that the overly logical nature of this
technology, and its extensive ability to deal with information, will probably be for
the worst for humans.
The disagreement here is however, on how we are going to get "saved" from this
situation. Another question is, why are we even here in the first place? Why has
out history took a turn that we are confronted with this question? Why has not
our technology evolved differently, or went a different way? Was ruining the
planet, the environment, and making borgs out of humans, "The only way history
could go"? This is what greys and other evil beings want us to believe.
Indeed, there were, and still are, many ways for us to go. None of this is necessary
for us to become better, attain immortality or longevity, or live a life that has less

labor and less pain.
The enemy in general is an expert in getting people in situations where there is no
escape, other than their "solution" to a problem, which in the end, only worsens
the situation and becomes a new problem. The enemy created the problem of
"Christian Sin", then, they come and give people all these crazy list of demands on
how to "absolve themselves of sin". When one follows these demands, one
becomes destroyed, and there is nowhere lower for a human being to sink, one's
humanity is lost.
Those in power currently in the planet, are also like 65 to 75 years old, and they
seldom understand what General AI will probably entail for mankind, Scientists do
frown upon individuals who question anything [like paid scientists do right now
with Covid, assuming that they are total authority on anything]. Many of these
people can hardly use a smartphone. Yet, many of their millions and billions are
invested in enterprizes that involve projects like G.A.I.
Be it that many of those who currently are in "Control" of this world also have
limited imagination, and are very low in spiritual consciousness, they cannot see
much of what this could potentially cause to humanity. Questions like, "is
humanity ready for this"? In what direction this will take us? These questions are
not answered.
Because of course, they do not want to open these questions up, because
opening these questions will bring the collapse of their fully unstable paradigm.
Some others and jews included in this level of control, are desperate to use
technology in a way that will enslave the masses that highly dislike them, which
was always the core of their "Teachings".
Part of their teaching was to enslave "part" of the masses entirely, and the rest of
it was to "Judge them" and typically kill them and/or make sure that they suffer
for all eternity.
Elon in his "presentation" mentioned something with someone that appears to be
a medical personnel, in how the brainchip can be used to stop feeling pain and/or
"reducing suffering". They forgot to say the other thing. What can actually be

done through the brainchip to, for example, INCREASE or CAUSE suffering?
As with everything else, they only show the rainbow to everyone, and they never
even mention the millions of ways this could potentially go wrong, because if they
do, these ideas and advancements will cause people to literally revolt, because
they are not necessary to take such risks for, or to go this way. There are other
ways.
It used to be the line that people like us were "nutcases" and insane that
essentially, were spreading "Conspiracy theories" that had to do with strange and
lunatic things that were "impossible" to exist.
As time progresses, more and more people will understand, what HPS Maxine and
us have shared, is only what is going to happen into this world, and indeed, this is
not a strictly human plan. If anything this plan is not human at all, other than that
some "Humans" are actually developing this plan, seldom understanding where
this may end.
As it has been stated, these advances, are basically influences manifesting from
the greys, in that they want to turn our civilization in either part of their borg, or
abolish our civilization entirely.
Those who have meditated and have had any experience with these "Creatures",
they understand these are highly telepathic alien species, that are evil, and do not
want humans to spiritually advance in anyway. As such, they have been
promoting to humans all things that spiritually disable them, and they have
authored a lot of programs, ranging from weed and drug abuse, to christianity
and islam, or supported races such as the jews to keep humanity in spiritual
oblivion.
Those who have been reading our messages and posts, have seen for themselves
the manifestations and the road towards these "weird" manifestations, in the
timegrid of history and the present that we are going through right now. Lots of
abnormal thing happen everyday, and people only care to call other people
"Conspiracy theorists".

Well goys there is no conspiracy theory here, just some people who are literally
creating a brain control interface with who knows what capability and what
backdoor. and want to implant this to humans for whatever reason. I cannot wait
for NPC's to again be closed minded and pretend nothing strange is happening
here, which is of course, in front of their very eyes.
What is important however, is to not only know, but be conscious of what is
happening and why. Did the idea for people to implant microchips into their
brain, come on it's own or as a result of historical development? Were there no
other ways?
If so, why has not our history went the other way, for example, into development
of suits or external technological means that would amplify humans but leave our
inner biological core intact [for example, space suits, or think Iron Man suits that
can be used in space exploration?].
This sounds like the most logical solution, arriving from the fact that humans are
both easily upset by technologies, and implanting things in humans is not always a
smart idea. There are many other technologies that keep people alive, and are
currently inside people [for example, heart implants or palpilators], or artificial
limbs, but why would someone, for any reason, want to implant something inside
their brain, with capacities that in the very least could be called troublesome?
One example here is how every non biological system, or technological system,
can be hacked. What happens exactly, if someone who is implanted with a brain
chip, has their thoughts read, or is flashed advertisements inside their brain?
The logical conclusion with the powers that rule the world right now, is only one:
This is to enslave humanity and nothing else. The excuse is always the same, that
this is for the less able, the patients, the weak, and to help us in some way escape
from existential misery. The same excuse always happens when someone wants
to launch something that people will flip out if presented with under different
circumstances.
For example, who would accept to be microchipped by a state enforced microchip
for mind control and/or willingly choose to become a borg and lose all their

individuality? Who would like to put a chip in their brain that could move their
limbs against their will, read their thoughts, and potentially shut down their brain
or knock them unconscious, or make them conduct a crime, or whatever of this
sort?
Elon is clearly going to control everyone, there is nothing else to it. And control
does not have to be an unpleasant thing. After all, looking at his self driving cars,
one sees a nice car. But this nice car can also be controlled remotely, shut down,
and potentially kill the driver for questioning the Borg Overlord pretty easily and
remotely. Adding some sort of AI in the mix, colors in front of us a rather
dystopian picture.
Is the above a risk to take only so that some people can listen to spotify in their
brain or some other asinine thing? What is exactly so exciting about this?
The reality is humanity is very bored, very low in life force, spirituality and
freedom, and therefore, every cheap offer the jews and those who want to
enslave them have for "these goyim", they want to take immediately. Christianity
and other mental cripples of the jews, made humans hate themselves for being
humans. This hate can be subtle, and manifest in many forms of shame, self
reprisal, and self destruction.
The enemy has removed spirituality, which has turned many into NPC's and dead
husks. These dead husks are easy to control and manipulate, or lie to, through the
absence of spiritual knowledge and life.
Another question to ask, if a government of the future, or some oligarchs, took
control of a control panel where people all had chips in their brain, and literally
hacked into their brains, then what? How is this exactly helping humans achieve a
better state of being, to be under such dangers?
Lastly, there are fools who are very blind. There are people who cite the Bible as a
reason for not taking this chip. The reality is, we are in this time continuum, only
because people believed in the Bible. People collectively believed all of this was
"Necessary" for the return of the "Lord", and pumped psychic energy into this by
force for about 20 centuries. People were told to "Believe in the return of Jesus",

all sorts of damnation is to be welcomed to take place. Fragmented
manifestations therefore, are happenin into our world because of these beliefs.
What would happen if governments or other powers had literal control over
people's very brains? What would happen if the "Coronavirus" happened in a
civilization of microchipped borgs? Wouldn't someone, for "our safety", lock us
permanently in the house? And many put to sleep all the little evil goyim that
questioned everything? All for our health of course, as we are frequently told
everything happens?
The trade off of risk and potential benefits in these advances is clearly very off.
We could become potent, explore space, and generally do everything we meant
to do to become interplanetary species without the necessity of turning people
into brain borgs. Already, every considerable space exploration advancement has
happened by normal people, augmented by external technology. If humans
understood more about spirituality, we would be far more careful in regards to
making these types of merging with technology.
Why for example, not wear a hat instead of a literal implant, to do the same
work? Because of course, some specific individuals want control over the literal
material brain of other people. There are not many sane answers to support the
movement in that direction.
The only way to offset this, is to just burn the whole of the Hebrew root of the
tree, which has been already an ongoing process with the Final RTR. This just ruins
their whole basis of their whole "Manifestation".
We do not need to live in the dreams and the nightmares that the jews are
creating for humanity, nor theirs nor those that the aliens they are in
collaboration is are "inspiring" humanity to manifest. There are other ways, better
and more clever for us to go to.
There is no need for us to abolish our humanity, turn ourselves into a collective
borg without individuality, collectively enslave ourselves, ruin our earth and
planet, or anything of the sort. None of this is "predetermined" and none of this is
"necessary". All of this can also be avoided, and humanity can do much better

than that, provided there is spirituality, willingness, and people in positions of
power that want to do good.
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